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SERVE FIRST: FAMILY
Daily life can be exhausting. Work, school and community obligations are all areas of our life 
where we want to do well. We want to be liked by strangers and acquaintances we encounter, 
so we tend to put our best foot forward in these interactions. We are generous, kind, and 

polite in our social interactions. In a sense, we are giving the best of ourselves to our coworkers and peers, 
and that can mean we’re too tired to always give our family the best of us, too. 

After a long day of dropping the youngest at daycare, working with constant interruption, and taking the 
kids to after-school activities, we want to just chill. But our kids want and need our attention, even when 
we’re tired. Our urge might be to snap at them for a small accident like spilling water on the carpet, or for 
an annoying habit like playing their music a little loud. 

But we want to model for our kids how to be others-centered, which means we want and need to 
attentively listen to them when they ask for our attention. We want to respond with patience, even if we 
feel like we have no more to give at the moment so it’d be best to go to bed and try again tomorrow.

Here are a few methods to make it easier to give your best to your family, even when you’re tired.

• Take 5-10 even breaths in through your nose and out through your mouth.

• Daily or weekly traditions, such as kids cook dinner on Sundays or game night on Thursdays.

• When your teen or child talks to you: 1) Stop what you’re doing; 2) look at them; 3) actively listen.

• Learn how to say “No” to outside requests. If 
you don’t really want to stay late to help your 
coworker on her report, politely decline her 
request and (if you want to) schedule another 
time for that.

///  BEST 5  ///
THE BEST FIVE MINUTES OF THE WEEK

Take 10 deep breaths. How do you feel or what 
changes do you notice?

What daily or weekly tradition(s) does your family 
have? How does it benefit the family? If you have 
none, brainstorm some ideas to start one.

Why is it important to give your full attention when 
someone is talking to you? How do you give your 
full attention?

How does the ability to say “No” to some things 
benefit your relationship with the rest of your 
family?

Have each family member write down one way 
they will give their best to the family this week 
regardless of what happens at work or school.
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